ABSTR AC T Background and study aims Endoscopic sleeve gastroplasty (ESG) is a novel moderately invasive technique in endo-bariatrics as compared to laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG). Data is limited as to its efficacy and safety.
Introduction
Obesity is a global pandemic affecting more than 600 million people worldwide and is associated with multiple serious comorbidities [1] . Lifestyle and medical therapy alone fail to achieve sustained long-term weight loss in a large proportion of patients [2, 3] . Despite progress in understanding the complex mechanisms in obesity, bariatric surgery remains the only current treatment option that demonstrates long-term effectiveness [4, 5] . Procedures like gastric bypass, sleeve gastrectomy, gastric banding, and biliopancreatic bypass function creating different anatomical reconstructions to effect weight loss via malabsorption, gastric lumen size restriction, or both [6] .
Among the available surgical techniques, laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) remains the most popular option owing to its operative simplicity, shorter procedure time, and better safety profile as compared to gastric bypass or other malabsorptive surgery [7] . A multicenter randomized controlled trial showed no significant difference in excess body mass index (BMI) loss between LSG and laparascopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) at 5 years of follow-up [8] . Despite this, there is a wide gap in the percentage of patients seeking surgical treatment for obesity as compared to the magnitude of the disease. Only 1 % undergo surgery. Potential reasons for this include fear of complications, irreversibility of the procedure, cost, and lack of widespread accessibility to surgery [9] .
Endoscopic sleeve gastroplasty (ESG) is a novel, incisionless, minimally invasive procedure that is analogous to LSG and is appropriate for patients who do not want bariatric surgery. In ESG, a tubular gastric sleeve is created using a transoral gastroplasty procedure that utilizes full-thickness endoscopic suturing system (OverStitch; Apollo Endosurgery, Austin, Texas, United States) creating a gastric volume that is approximately 70 % less than the original. Currently, ESG outcomes have not been established in comparison to other options of bariatric surgery like LSG.
In this study, we performed a meta-analysis to evaluate the efficacy and safety of ESG in patients with moderate to severe obesity, and aimed to compare the 12-month outcomes with ESG to the 12-month outcomes with LSG.
Methods

Search strategy
We conducted a comprehensive search of several databases and conference proceedings including PubMed, EMBASE, Google-Scholar, SCOPUS, and Web of Science databases (earliest inception to August 2019). An experienced medical librarian using inputs from the study authors helped with the literature search. The search was restricted to studies in human subjects and published in English language in peer-reviewed journals. Two authors (BPM, RK) independently reviewed the title and abstract of studies identified in primary search and excluded studies that did not address the research question, based on pre-specified exclusion and inclusion criteria. The full texts of remaining articles were reviewed to determine whether it con-tained relevant information. Any discrepancy in article selection was resolved by consensus, and in discussion with a co-author. Search keywords are summarized in Appendix A, MOOSE checklist is provided as Appendix B and PRISMA checklist is provided as Appendix C.
The bibliographic section of the selected articles, as well as the systematic and narrative articles on the topic were manually searched for additional relevant articles. As this is a qualitative and quantitative synthesis of data already published, an IRB approval was not needed.
Study selection
In this meta-analysis, we included studies that evaluated clinical outcomes of ESG in patients with moderate to severe obesity. Studies were included irrespective of the study sample-size, inpatient/ outpatient setting, and geography as long as they provided data needed for the analysis. For the purpose of comparison, we included studies on LSG that were published from 2013 onwards. The reasons to limit the study search for LSG from 2013 are as follows: (1) the refined ESG procedure was first reported and published in 2013. Therefore, the authors decided to include studies evaluating LSG in a comparable time frame, and (2) majority of the studies on LSG report longterm clinical outcomes (3 years, 5 years, and 10 years). For the purposes of this study, we included LSG studies that reported 12-month outcomes to be able to compare with 12-month outcomes of ESG.
The following were our inclusion criteria: (1) studies on ESG; and (2) studies on LSG published 2013 onwards. Following were our exclusion criteria: (1) studies on LSG published until December 31, 2012; (2) studies on LSG published as abstracts;
(3) studies on robot-assisted LSG; (4) studies that did not report outcomes on weight loss, in terms of total weight loss and/or excess weight loss and/or body mass index; (5) studies that did not report first 12 months' outcome data; (6) studies done exclusively in elderly and/or geriatric population (age > 60 years); (7) studies done in a pediatric population (age < 18 years); and (8) studies not published in English language.
In case of multiple publications from the same cohort and/or overlapping cohorts, data from the most recent and/or most appropriate comprehensive report were retained. Primary study authors were contacted via email for clarification with data and possible cohort overlap.
Data abstraction and quality assessment
Data on study-related outcomes in the individual studies were abstracted onto a standardized form by at least three authors (SRK, RK, GK), and two authors (BPM, SC) did the quality scoring independently. The Newcastle-Ottawa scale for cohort studies was used to assess the quality of studies [10] . This quality score consisted of 8 questions, the details of which are provided in Supplementary Table 1 .
Outcomes assessed
1. Pooled rate of total weight loss (TWL%) with ESG 2. Pooled rate of excess weight loss (EWL%) with ESG, and 3. Pooled rate of body mass index (BMI) with ESG.
The outcomes were measured at 1 month, 6 months, and 12 months after the index procedure.
Comparison analysis: The 12-month outcomes with ESG were compared to the 12-month outcomes of LSG.
Secondary analysis: Pooled rate of all adverse events (AEs): ESG vs LSG Pooled rate of frequently encountered AE subtypes.
Assessment methodology and definitions
The collected data were matched between the groups (ESG and LSG) before statistical analysis. This model of comparison is comparable to a retrospective case-control study with matched groups and studies with similar comparison by meta-analysis have been published before [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Procedure-related complications were considered as AEs if the patient was admitted and/or taken for surgery to manage pain, bleeding, and operative site leak.
Statistical analysis
We used meta-analysis techniques to calculate the pooled estimates in each case following the methods suggested by DerSimonian and Laird using the random-effects model [16] When the incidence of an outcome was zero in a study, a continuity correction of 0.5 was added to the number of incident cases before statistical analysis [17] We assessed heterogeneity between study-specific estimates by using Cochran Q statistical test for heterogeneity, 95 % prediction interval (PI), which deals with the dispersion of the effects [18] [19] [20] and the I 2 statistics [21, 22] In this, values < 30 %, 30 % to 60 %, 61 % to 75 %, and > 75 % were suggestive of low, moderate, substantial, and considerable heterogeneity, respectively [23] . Publication bias was ascertained, qualitatively, by visual inspection of funnel plot and quantitatively, by the Egger test [24] . When publication bias was present, further statistics using the fail-Safe N test and Duval and Tweedie's "trim and fill" test was used to ascertain the impact of the bias [25] . Three levels of impact were reported based on the concordance between the reported results and the actual estimate if there was no bias. The impact was reported as minimal if both versions were estimated to be same, modest if effect size changed substantially but the final finding would still remain the same, and severe if basic final conclusion of the analysis is threatened by the bias [26] . Significance level was set to alpha = 0.05 and all tests were two-sided. All analyses were performed using Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (CMA) software, version 3 (BioStat, Englewood, New Jersey, United States).
Results
Search results and population characteristics
From an initial total of 9558 studies, 3270 records were screened and 39 full-length articles were assessed. Five ESG studies with overlapping study patients were removed after including the most comprehensive report [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . The study by Kumar et al [32] was not included as it was the first in man trial focused on procedure development and reproducibility of ESG technique. Fifteen studies were included in the final analysis, of which 8 studies reported on the outcomes with ESG [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] and seven reported on the outcomes with LSG [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . The schematic diagram of study selection is illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 1 .
Baseline population characteristics were comparable between the ESG and LSG groups, except for the mean range of BMI. Mean range of BMI (kg/m 2 ) was 33.3 to 38.9 in ESG cohort and 37.4 to 48 in LSG cohort. The mean and/or median age ranged from 30 years to 48 years, with predominantly females (75 %). The mean range of procedure time with ESG was 45 to 80 minutes and with LSG was 60 to 120 minutes. The hospital length of stay with ESG was 1-2 days and with LSG ranged from a mean of 5 days to 9 days. The sample characteristics are described in ▶ Table 1 .
Characteristics and quality of included studies
Four of the seven ESG studies were prospective [34] [35] [36] 39] whereas one that was a randomized controlled trial and all other LSG studies were retrospective [47] . Two ESG studies were from multi-center data [37, 40] and the rest were single center. None were population-based. Detailed assessment of study quality can be found in Supplementary Table 1 . Overall, three studies [37, 39, 40] were considered high quality and the rest were medium quality. There were no low-quality studies. 
Meta-analysis outcomes
Adverse events
The pooled rate of all adverse events (AEs) with ESG was 2.9 % (95 % CI 1.8-4.4) and with LSG was 11.8 % (95 % CI 8.4-16.4), with P = 0.001. The pooled rate of bleeding events with ESG was 1.1% (95% CI 0.7-1.8) and with LSG was 2.6 % (95 % CI 1.9-3.7), with P = 0.005. The pooled rate of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) with ESG was 0.4 % (95 % CI 0.1-1.1) and with LSG was 5.8 % (95 % CI 3.5-9.3), with P = 0.001.
All bleeding events reported required transfusion and all GERD were based on patient reported symptoms. There were seven events of perigastric leak/collection. The pooled results are summarized in ▶ Table 2 . (Forest plots: Supplementary  Fig. 7-9 ).
Validation of meta-analysis results
Sensitivity analysis
To assess whether any one study had a dominant effect on the meta-analysis, we excluded one study at a time and analyzed its effect on the main summary estimate. On this analysis, no single study significantly affected the outcome or the heterogeneity.
▶ 
Heterogeneity
We assessed dispersion of the calculated rates using the prediction interval (PI) and I 2 percentage values. The PI gives an idea of the range of the dispersion and I 2 tell us what proportion of the dispersion is true vs chance [20] . The PI values are mentioned with the corresponding pooled rates in ▶ Table 2 . Narrow intervals were noted with %TWL, 6-month and 12-month BMI results. Wide PI with high I 2 values was noted with %EWL results.
To assess potential reasons for heterogeneity, subgroup analysis was done based on prospective vs retrospective studies, and meta-regression analysis was done based on BMI (based on random effects, Knapp Hartung mean 2-sided P = 0.11). This did not explain the reasons for the observed heterogeneity.
Publication bias
Based on visual inspection of the funnel plot as well as quantitative measurement that used the Egger regression test, there was evidence of publication bias ( Supplementary Fig. 10 , Eggers two-tailed P = 0.04). Further statistics using the fail-Safe N test and Duval and Tweedie's "trim and fill" test revealed that the impact of the possible publication bias appeared to be minimal and would not change the calculated estimate or the conclusion of this meta-analysis.
Discussion
Our study confirms that ESG achieves weight loss in patients with obesity over a 12-month period. ESG demonstrated an excellent safety profile when compared to LSG. This study is the most updated meta-analysis and is the first meta-analysis reporting on the pooled rates of anthropometric parameters in patients with obesity undergoing ESG with a non-causal subgroup comparison to LSG.
We chose to report the pooled %TWL and %EWL as these were commonly reported in the included studies and the bariatric literature. %TWL is more preferred and gives more accurate measure than %EWL. %EWL is dependent on ideal body weight, which is an arbitrary measure based on metropolitan weight scale, and the pre-operative BMI. %TWL is less influenced by, and is independent of, initial BMI [4] . Based on our analysis, the %TWL was about 9 % at 1 month with ESG that increased to 15 % at 6 months and further increased to 17 % at 12 months. The %EWL with ESG was 32 % at 1 month that progressed to 59 % at 6 months and to 63 % at 12 months. BMI followed a decreasing trend with ESG from 1 month (33 kg/m 2 ) to 6-months (30 kg/m 2 ). Based on our findings, BMI with ESG was noted to plateau between 6-months (30 kg/m 2 ) and 12 months (30 kg/m 2 ).
We compared the 12-month outcomes data between ESG and LSG by means of sub-group comparison that should be considered non-causal. At 12 months, %TWL with ESG was inferior to LSG (17 % vs 30.5 %, P = 0.001). Whereas, %EWL (63 % ▶ vs 69 %, P = 0.4) and change in BMI at 12-months (30 vs 29, P = 0.65) were comparable between ESG and LSG. The mean range of BMI in LSG cohort tended to be higher than the mean range of BMI in ESG cohort, as the current BMI inclusion criteria is different for ESG (BMI < 40) and LSG (BMI > 40, or BMI > 35 with medical comorbidities). It is important to note that, in order to have a fair comparison, we only included those LSG studies that were published 2013 onwards and reported 12-month outcomes. Literature published on LSG is far too many and majority of them report 3-year, 5-year and sometimes 10-year outcome data. Such studies were obviously not included in this analysis as such long-term follow up data on ESG is currently lacking.
Our analysis of overall AEs demonstrated a superior safety profile for ESG when compared to LSG (3 % vs 12 %, P = 0.001), recognizing that ESG is a new procedure with fewer physicians performing it to date i. e. expert endoscopists and not general endoscopists. In addition to the better safety profile, the mean range of procedure time with ESG was shorter when compared to LSG (45 to 80 minutes with ESG vs 60 to 120 minutes with LSG), as was the mean range of hospital length of stay (1-2 days with ESG vs 5-9 days with LSG). In our analysis of the AE subtypes with both procedures, the most frequently reported ones were bleeding and GERD. The pooled event of bleeding was fewer with ESG as compared to LSG (1.1 % vs 2.6 %, P = 0.005). GERD is a well-established AE of LSG and expert consensus considers the presence of GERD to be a contraindication to LSG [48] ESG, unlike LSG, is not prone to predisposing patients to GERD and our analysis establishes this fact. The pooled GERD rate was significantly lower with ESG when compared to LSG (0.4 % vs 6 %, P = 0.001).
How does our study compare to other published works in literature? The case-matched retrospective study by Fayad [49] . This study differs in the reported %TWL outcome between ESG and LSG at 12 months. At the time this study was under review, two other meta-analyses were published describing the pooled rates of ESG [50, 51] . Our results are on-par with their reported pooled rates, however, our study is unique owing to the fact that we have put the 12-month pooled outcomes of ESG in perspective to the 12-months' pooled outcomes of LSG, and in addition this study is more up-to-date with 1815 patients.
The strengths of this review are as follows: systematic literature search with well-defined inclusion criteria, careful exclusion of redundant studies, inclusion of good quality studies with detailed extraction of data, rigorous evaluation of study quality, updated large number of patients, and statistics to establish and/or refute the validity of the results of our meta-analysis. With a total of 1815 patients in ESG group and 2179 patients in LSG group, this study is the largest in literature thus far.
There are limitations to this study, most of which are inherent to any meta-analysis. The included studies were not entirely representative of the general population and community practice, with most studies being performed in tertiary-care referral centers. Our analysis had studies that were retrospective in nature contributing to selection bias. We were not able to analyze our results based on the presence of comorbidities and were not able to assess the effects of ESG on these comorbidities. In addition, we were not able to assess predictors of ESG success and/or failure.
Our 12-month data comparing ESG outcomes to LSG are non-causal. We do not deny the possibility of additional confounding factors between ESG and LSG cohorts apart from BMI. We chose to include only those LSG studies that were done in a similar time frame to ESG and only those that had reported 12-month outcomes. The majority of LSG studies in literature report long-term patient outcomes in terms of 3 years, 5 years and 10 years, however, we do not have similar ESG studies with such long-term data. The presence of heterogeneity and wide prediction intervals were not statistically explainable. Nevertheless, our study is the best available estimate in literature thus far with respect to ESG's performance to LSG at 12 months. Future well-conducted studies are warranted comparing ESG to other conventional bariatric interventions and assessing its long-term health outcomes along with cost-effectiveness.
Conclusion
In conclusion, our meta-analysis demonstrates that ESG appears to be an effective alternative option to LSG in the treatment of obesity. ESG is reversible, has a faster procedure time, shorter hospital length of stay, and better safety profile. Overall, LSG resulted in superior total weight loss compared to ESG at 12 months.
